Synopsis

Presenting essential topics in aesthetic and reconstructive surgery, this second edition of the bestselling Essentials of Plastic Surgery has been totally revised and updated to reflect substantial advances in this dynamic specialty. Coverage includes aesthetic surgery, face lift, neck lift, fillers, and breast augmentation along with reconstructive topics such as wound healing and microsurgery. This edition contains the work of many new contributors as well as several new chapters, including: Fundamentals of Perforator Flaps Vascularized Composite Allografts and Transplant Immunology Negative Pressure Wound Therapy Surgical Treatment of Migraine Headaches Face Transplantation Augmentation-Mastopexy Nipple-Areolar Reconstruction Foot Ulcers Lymphedema Distal Radius Fractures Hand Transplantation Facial Analysis Fat Grafting This second edition retains its seven-part structure as well as the familiar bullet point style, format, and pocket size that made the first edition so successful. References have been updated and significant additions have been made to graphics, including tables, charts, and illustrations. An eBook version is included with the print book.
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Customer Reviews

best one-stop shop for plastic surgery review, also best everyday reference to keep in your white coat pocket

Continues to be of the same quality as the previous edition. The online app needs a lot of work
Fast delivery, product as described

This book really is essential for those in residency training or medical students interested in perusing a career in plastic surgery. The added chapters in the second edition are a welcome addition. I highly recommend this text.

Most purchasers of this book will either be students with assigned textbooks, or practitioners looking for a desk reference. Jeffrey Janis covers both needs well: the content is clear and concise, illustrations are good where needed and the scope of coverage is broad. The book’s organization is well constructed, the index is solid and 1300+ pages you may very well need it!

Outstanding resource for plastics residents and students. By far the best quick reference on the market. Several huge improvements from the first edition. This is an example of a second edition that is definitely worth buying if you already have the first.

This update to the first edition is well written and thought out. The book goes into enough detail to be valuable to almost anybody. Highly recommended.
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